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5TUDIBr> IH REPUCTION. 
A. The Kxlstence of Hydrogenmagnesluo Kalides. 
B. The Reductton of Aao Compoimda. 
IKTRODUCTION. 
It was only a short time after the introduction 
of the Qri^nard reagent that its reducing properties 
boca®0 evident. Grlgnardi in treating benzaldehyde 
with iBOataylmagneelum bromide obtained sotne benzyl 
alcohol and dllsoafflyl besides the phenylleoamyl 
carbinol that reaulted from the normal reaction. 
s 
Yoclch found that arylmagneslum halidee and 
2 phenyXacetylenemagnesiiun bromide add to the carbonyl 
group of chloral to form the corresponding tertiary 
alcohols. However when ethylmagnesium bromide and 
4 isoamylBisgnesiuia bromide react with chloral he found 
that a reducing action took place to form trichloroethyl 
alcohol, and with laoapylmagneslum bromide, some Iso-
amylene was obtained as a byproduct. 
'^hen phenylacetylenemagneeium bromide was alloved 
l.Orignard, Ann.chim.,(7} 24,453 (i^OI). 
2.Yooich, J.B\:i8B.?hys.Ghom.&oo.,34,96 U902}. 
J.C.S.,106,40S (leift). 
S.Tocich, ibid.,34,241 (1902)• 
J.C.S.,10e,403 (1914). 
4.Yoclch, ibid.,36,443 (1904). 
J.C.S.,106,376 (1914). 
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to react with nitrobenzene Yoolch® obtained a hydro­
carbon having the composition C;|^QKj^QWhioh is a product 
of the reducing action of this Orignard reagent on 
nitrobenzene. The hydrocarbon hail since been identified 
as diphenyl diacetylene^• 
By the action of alkylmagnesiuia haXides on nitrogen 
7 dioxide Wieland han ehown that the analogy to carbon 
dioxide doea not hold. For example, nitrogen dioxide 
and ethylmagnoaium iodide yleld/3,^iKilethyl hydro-
xylamine. 
B Gdttermann and J^uffezsoli found that while 
arylmagnesiuffl halidefi reacted with ethyl formate to 
give satisfactory yields of aldehydes the use <bf iao-
butylmagnesium bromide resulted in a low yield. The 
difficulty was probably due to a reducing action* 
In attempting to prepare oyclohexyl cyclohexanol 
from cyclohexanone and cyolohexylmagneaiuEB chloride 
9 
Sabatier and Mailhe found that cyolohexene and 
cyclohexanol were formed. They^® report an analogous 
reaction when benzophenone was treated with cyclohexy-
5.Yocich, J.Ru8B.Phy8.Chem.Soc.»35»6&5 (1903). 
J.C.S.,106,396 (1914). 
6.Unpublished work of Gilnsan and SlcCracket). 
7.Wieland, Ber.,36,2316 (1903). 
6.G<4ttermann and Maffezzoli,8er.,36,4162 (190S). 
9.F^abatier and Mallhe,Comptrend.,138,1321 (1904). 
10.Sabatier and rtSailhe,ibid., 139,343 (1904). 
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magndaiuffl chloride* In this Cclo 6 b®nzhydrol a:id 
cyclohexene were formed. They found dicyclohexyl ketone 
to he reduced In a eimilar manner to form dicyclohexyl 
carbinol and cyclohexene. The action of cyclohexl** 
11 ffiagneftium chloride on cyoiohexanone resulted in the 
forrf;;atlon of oyolohexene and oyel^exanol. 
. 12 Oddo found the chief product of the reaction 
between ethylmagnesium iodide and nitrobenzene to be 
IS 
ethylaniline* He also studied the action of 
phenylmagneeiuBt bromide on eulfuryl chloride (BOgClg) 
and found that benzenesulfinio acid waa formed along 
with amall amounts of chlorobensene and diphenyl. 
^'hen tert-butylmagneaium chloride reacts with methyl 
IC 
fornate Bouveault found tert-butyl carbinol to be the 
chief product. Only a email quantity of the aldehyde 
was produced* 
IQ 
Franzen and Deibel have shown that ethyltnagneaium 
bromide reacts with asobensene ami with aeotoluene 
ll.?>abatier ar^i Mailhe>comprrend.,141t298.(190&). 
IS.Oddo/ E.Aooad*Lincei.4(V}»13,il,220 (1904). 
J.C.&.,86,8dS (1904). 
13*0ddo, ibid.«(V),14,169 (1906). 
J.C.rj.,80,400 (1905). 
14.Bouveault, Comp4rend*, 138,1108 (1904). 
15*Franzen and Deibel, Ber.,38,2716 (1905). 
to give a good yield of the corresponding hydrazo 
coEipound. They likewise observed a reducing action 
of ethylmasnesium bromide on benzaldassine with the 
formation of bens;ylidene bensylhydrasone. To explain 
the laeohaniBm of the reaction they a^eamed the formation 
of butane and the addition of -Mg Br group© to the 
-N-N- and the linkages• 
Sachs and Sachfi treated p-dimethylamino benzalde-
hyde vith various alkyl- and arylmagnesium halides at an 
elevated temperature and found that the oxygen atom could 
be replaced by 8 H groups frorti the EMgX compound employed. 
The yields of hydrocarbon were high in most cases. 
17 
Konowaloir, Miller and Timtschenko have found that 
ethylrocgnesiuni itsdide reduces fenchone to fenehyl alcohol 
and that tert-butyl«> and tert»an)ylmagnesium bromide 
reduce benjeopheno e to benshydrol. 
18 
Hale, J^cBally and Peter report the formation of no 
tertiary alcohol when phenyl- and benzylmagnesium bromide 
are allowed to react with furfuraldehyde. The only products 
Isolated were large quantities of diphenyl and dibenzyl. 
Id.Sachs and Sachs, ^ er., S8,617 (1905)• 
see also ^ ^aohs and Weigert, Ber.,40,43dl (1907). 
17.Eonowal09,Miller and Timt80henko,J.RuQS.Phys.-Chc(n., 
Soo.,S8,447 (1906}* Centralblatt,1,312 (1906). 
18.Hale,aicKally and Pater,Am.Cheia.J«,35,68 (1906). 
It l8 poBftibX© that the falliire to obtain the desired 
tertiary alcohols oay have been due to the reducing 
action of the Grlgnard reagent. 
In explaining the formation of triphenyl hydrazine 
fros phenylhydroxylamine and s^enylmagneaiust bromide 
19 
Buftoh and Hobein poatiilate the intermediate formation 
of aeobenzene after vhich phenylaagneaium bromide is 
aaBumed to add to the -HSN- Iftnkage. Reftulta which will 
be described in thin paper make the latter assumption 
improbable* 
The action of alkylmagneaitun iodides and alkylsinc 
so iodldea on nitroparafflns has been studied by Bewad . 
He found that substituted hjrdroxylaiaines were formed in 
all cases. 
21 
Wieland atudiejd the action of various Grig: ard 
reagents on beneionitrite oxide (C^HgOsH^O) and found 
that in every case benisonitrile and the ketone that 
would i^esult from the reaction bet^feen benzonltrile and 
the compound were formed. Both aliphatic and 
aromatic Grignard reagents acted as reducing agents. 
go ' 
Pickard and Kenyon report the formation of 
p-nitro8otoluene,p-tolyl hydroxylaraine and p,p^-
azoxytoluene »hen organoma$nesium halldes react with 
p-ni trotoluene• 
19«Bu8Ch and Hobein,Ber.»40f2099 (1907}« 
20.Bewad, ibid.,40.3065 J1907}. 
21.Wieland,Ber.,40,1667 (1907). 
SS.Pickard and Konyon,Proc.of the chera.soc.,23,163(ie07). 
Stauntiingcr^^ has obtained bonzaldehyde by the reaction 
of benaailllid© cblorolraide with aagneelum followed by 
hydrolyBifl. Mle thle is not a reduction by means of 
the Grignard reagent a reduction has taken place throi^^ 
the formation of the organomagneBixja halide end its 
subsequent hydDa>lysi8» 
In preparing phenyl ethyl carbinol from benealdehyde 
24 
and ethylmagnefiltim iodide Sohorlgln found the product 
to be contaminated by bensyl alcohol* 
OA 
Lettellier found that the action of ethylmagnesiuia 
bromide on ethyl hydroxypivalate (CHg0H*C(CK3)*C0*0CgHg) 
gives in addition to the expected tertiary alcohol a 
considerable quantity of the glycol CH20H*C(CH3)g*C(0H)(CgH5)g. 
In contrast to the usual higher temperatures attending 
the reducing action of Orignard reagents he finds that 
reduction in this case is favored by low temperatures. 
26 
Egorowa oboerved the formation of isobutyl^ne 
which he explained as being due to the splitti^'g of iso-
butylnagneaium chloride into H?^gCl ai^ the unsaturated 
hydrocarbon when this Criijnard reagent reacts with ethyl 
oxalate* . 
27 pope and Peachey report the forcation of tri-
methyl platinic iodide from methylmagnesium iodide and 
22.Staundins©rtBer., 41,8217 (1908). 
24,SohorlRin, i»id.,41,2717 (l«08). 
86.Leteiller,oompvrend•>146,343 Il908). 
.Egorowa,J.Ruse.Phys-Chem.Soc.,41,1464 (1909). 
Centralblatt,I,1003 (1910). 
27,Pope and Peachey,J.C.S.,96,671 U909). 
platinic chloride trhlch ifi«in a sense, a reducing agtion. 
Strecker®® ha» ehov»n that phenylmagnefllurn bromide 
will react with thlonyl chloride (SOCI2) to form phenyl 
sulfoxide, (some reduction taking place at the erne time 
to for« diphenyl sulfide. 
The reduction of quinone by triphenylmethylmagnefliutt! 
chloride has been reported by Sohmidlin,w8hl and Thominen®®. 
The triphenylmethyl ether of quinone and quinhydrone are 
foraed* 
Ledoror^® has SassBd found that phenylmagnenium 
bromide reacts with telluric chloride (TeCl^) to form 
triphenyltelluronitim chloride. This compound then will 
react with more phenylisagnesluia bromide with the formation 
of diphenyl and dlphenjrl t®IluriuRi (CQHg)gTo. 
In contrast to the worJfc of Strecker^® Odd0^^reports 
that phenylAagneslum bromide reacting with thionyl chloride 
or sulfur dioxide yields diphenyX and in addition small 
amounts of phenyl sulfoxide and dlphenyl* VJhen ethyl-
magnesium iodide was used ethyl sulfide resulted* 
In tttteopting to prepare certain alcohols by the 
action of various Qrignard reagents on acetaldehyde 
SBvStrecker, B^r., 43,1131 (1910). 
29.Schmidlin,W0"l and Thommen,B©r«,43,1298 (1910). 
SO.Lederer, ibid,,44,«S87 (19110. 
31.0ddo,0azz.ehiQi.ital. ,41,11 (1911) • 
J.C.S.,100,2S6 (1911)• 
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38 
Plckspd «<nd tvonjon obtrSlndd v®ry low yioXds* 
Their difficulty was diw to a reducing action which 
thoy tried to clPouKvont by allowing an ether Bolution 
oi* tho Aldohydo &nd iiiXlSsyl hstlldo to rosiot dlniilt&n^ously 
on th© magnoalt^n. Thoy^® found the nethod to be without 
adyantase* 
34 Qor^ki found that propyl iodide and magnesium 
will roduc© /<?-ban8pin«oolin® in dry toluono aolution 
to forpvo-bansptnaoolln© aXoohol* For the formation 
of trlphanylmathane by the Interaction of trlphenylmethif^lj^ 
ethyl ether and propyXitegneflium iodide O'orski thinks it 
probable that a direct reduction of the ether takee place 
to foro triphonylwethane, propene and othoxyraasneftltioj 
iodide. 
Bennett and Turner have ohown that certain 
Orlgnard reagents reduce chromic chloride to chromous 
chloride and that the amount of hydrocarbon forraed by 
the coupling of two n groups of the RagX compound la 
comparable to the amount of reduction taking place. 
K&tz, Blend9)pmann,Ptooonbu80h andBlrrlnghanf® found 
that Riethyliaagnesiuni Iodide reduces o^-'-hydroxy cyclo* 
hexanone to cyclphexanone. The reduction la explained 
3S|»]?lc!sard and Eenyon,^.C.5»,09,45,(1911). 
JS.Bickard and Kenyon,ibid,,101,630 (1912). 
34. Gorfilfi, J. Rua 8. Phya. -Chem. s oc., 46,163 (1913), 
C.A.,7,esse (1913). 
Jf-Bennett and Turner,j,c,£.,106,10S7 (1914). 
36«KotE,Blendema£in,SoBenbu&ch and Sirringhaua. 
Ann.,400,66 (1913). 
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on tht) of t\\n formation of ethylanse 
jo»5oro'?>si^ '^  obs6rv0<^  'thst t»6rt»T3ut»yXdWign0sluin 
chloride asts on (GRg)gG'C0*CR0H»C{CH3)2 to form the I 
corre^pondlns (jlyool. He aBAumen the intermediate €or-
i^jatlon of K^J^Cl in th^j reaction. 
Th© action of tart-araylmagneaitiaii chloride on ethyl 
oscAlate hafi been studied by Menus'®. A reducing action 
took place with the formation of CuHbO'CO'CHOH-C^Hhj 
the free hydroxy acid and G-Hii*CH(0G2H5)»C0*0R which 
Wenu« attributes to the reduoibility of the tert-
^uaylmagnosiua chloride* 
Wieland and aoseeii®® ajontlon the fact that re­
duction of the nltroso group of certain compounds by 
RMgX compounds takes plftoe instead of normal addition 
to the SO group. Phenylmagnesium broaide reacts with 
H-nltroso diphenylswaine at -16®<J,to forsa triphenyl 
hydrazine,dlphenyl and phenol. 
In the preparation of certain tellurium coffjpounds 
Loderer^® haa found that the Orlgnard reagent causes a 
reduction to take plaoe. ^hon di-p-tolyl phenyl-
tellurium chloride is treated with an excess of phenyl-
ffiagnesium bromide there is formed phenyl-p»tolyl 
37• Jegorovra,«J.Rusa»Phys• -Ohe^n.Soc.,4Q • 1319 (1914). 
Gentralblatt,1,1056 (1915). 
38^Wenus,ibid.j»49,1332 (19M)t oentralblatt,I >1055(1916). 
S9»iSieland and Roo«eu*Ber«»48,1117 (1915). 
40. Lederer, it>id., 49.1616 (1916)« 
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tellurida and p-acthyl diphenyl^XsjsaS 
Van hoetod cinoole with rcethylQasnefttum 
iodide and with ethylOttgneKiiir iodide. A rather violent 
reaction occurx'ed at hiG^ tccperatures accoapanled by 
the forsntlon of the hydrocerbon CjoKis* Attcrapto to 
reduce cincol© by Sabatisr and Scruiorea^c hydrogenation 
msthod s&ve negative r«flults« 
Meerwein^® ?raB luasucceBsful in preparing pinaconee 
by the action of n-propyl-cnd n-butyleagneaiuis bromide 
on tho diethyl est©r pf glycolio acid, lie obtained in­
stead th© correGponding hydroxy ketones, 
pj^ilov^® vfas able to reduce betiEhydryl isotpropyl 
ketone to tho corrcKponding alcohol by tResnss of tert-
isobutyloagneaium chloride when Bodluo aaalga© had 
failed* 
Hepworth^^ han ©tudied the ectiota of octhyl-
magnoeiuBj iodid© a:^ ®thylraaenesi^ra brotaide on nitro-
torti0ne,p-nltrotoluen€i,o-nitrotoluene and o^-nitro-
naphthalone. Hfith ethylraasnefiiiiBi broraido and nltro-
1? benzene ho obtainod othyl saailin© as Oddo bad done 
previouBly and found in addition soroe azobenzen®. with 
fflethylmagnaeiiui: iodido and nitrobenzane there v/aa 
obtained isathyl aniline and azobanseno* Analogot;^ r^auXta 
^•¥an Duln»Froc«Acad.!^ci.A]netGrdaBi,S0»G6 (1017). 
C.A.11,335© (lia?), 
4S,iaa©rw«i'ln,AnR.,4X9iiSl (1619). 
43,Danllov,J.Ruofii •?hy»• -Chani.SoC.»52,369 (I©SO) • 
C.A.,10.1489 (1024). 
44«Hopvorth,«r•G»S• yIITf 1004 {19S0) • 
11-/ 
wtjrc obeoi^vcti elth the other nitro ccEpounfis, 
In a etuuy of the orguno clerivativeo of blimuth, 
^ il R 
Challenger arid AllpreeB have found that RMgX compounda 
often cxort a refiucing uction. As an example, trioC-
naphthylblBKuthlne filbpcmidc! 1b reduced to tri 
n&phthyl biEsnithine by phenylmagnealuJa bromide »ith th© 
forBfcticn of ntit7!e&£uKi bromide end bromobenacne, 
KtluktiailoKko ard Protoeova^® ha\re found that a 
Qunatitattve yield of diUonjcyl can bo obtained if a 
f50lutl0n of bcneyl chloride in ether ie refluxed with 
Kagncsluia and certain inorganic halld«sB« When werourlo 
bromide oi^upric chlorid<j arc used they reduced to 
the metal. 
The action of m^thylmasnOBium Iodide ar-d ethyl-
KjagncKium brooide on various alkyl nitratof) has been 
otudied by iiepworthi''. Ho matter what eater vm v^ed 
the chief product in svcry oaco was -dimethyl-
hydroxylatfline -dletUylhydroKylaroine# 
AO 
Ilcpworth and Claphaa hav© found that allcyl-
and arylraagneolm halidcR ree.ot with fccnKenaulfochloride 
to firm chiefly eulfoxides w! il© Bulfideft wore formed to 
a leas extent. They siXao report a aoall ajaount of re­
duction of BulfcxidoB to aulfidfjs by the action of the 
*45.ChallenGor arid All^rcss,J.C.£:.,119,©13 (1921). 
4r7/>R©pwortll)> J»C«S»jilli^i 861 (1921)» 
48,iHopworth and Glapham,ibid,,il9,1188 (1021). 
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Orlgna^il feagent* 
Similar result*? wer© obts-lnefl by ??edeklnd and 
Sch6nk^®ln a ©tudy of the acticn of compounds on 
0rylB«lfocblorlde!». They found thst phcnylwasneoium 
It-romld® would r<3d-jtct5 p-tolyl s-^alfochlorlde to form p-
totyl phenyl jsulfoxldis and diphsnyl* p-Tclyl phenyl 
sulfftne ?ran also foraod. ^hen elkyljassn^slura halldea 
iTor*? uffsd irx place uf phenylraagneBlus ^srofslde the 
r^aotlw ppoduots wsre dl-p-totyl disiilfoitdo aad p-
to|yl flilltyl $ulf\de« Th<! roduoing action in baa^d on 
tho progpfteaiye addition of the E?J5gX nsol^ouls to the 
SO grouping followfld by a spXittisiSt 
Hflipworth^® hftfl roportrjd the action of osrtain RMgX 
oorapoiindB on lodosobenasno (C^jHgfO) and iodoxyt)?jn«®ne 
(%H5l03). ti?h»n ftllcylmftgnoaium halidsr, uusd 
redtictjlon to iodo-oancano ronultod in all caaas. Aryl-
rtosnenliim haliden for the most part actt'<d nn reducing 
Rgsnta but ^?lth iodosobenaeno tho fo^jnation of n small 
amount of lodonlum hydro:?ld9f» waa llkeiflae obnorved* 
SI 
Hea» and ?lheinbololt fotmd that othylmasnsaium 
bromide would reduce benzaldfhyde to of 
benjsyl alcohol ac high ns 75^ of ths thtiorctio&l. They 
hftve «sho»n that red»iotion Is favored by high temperatures. 
4P.Wodeklnd and Foh0nk,Ber.#64,1604 (19C1). 
60.Hepworth,J.G.S,,110,1244 (1921). 
51.Kens end nhoinbolfit^Bet*.! 64,^045 (l.Q£i). 
-13-
Atteapts to prepAro HMgX did not meet with 8uoeeeB« 
L-srolda®^ has sho'^n t^at -diaubstitTited eaters 
reset wltfc alkylasagrc-Biriffi halldee to fo^n? thft correspond­
ing s(?condary olcohols Instead of th« tertiary alcohols 
which would ref?nlt frors n nor{r»v-*.l rfiaotion i9et??e«n this 
ooiBpatmds. Sednotlon of ^«d ketones by 
compotmdfl to glvfs «*c9lX'?nt yt^ldg of corrsaponding 
ripjoondary aX'SOhola in rBantion^jd. 
Tht! reducing action of cthylrsagnsaiuis 10(,lid»3 on^ 
aodlujB !35©thylat(3 and on a odium P.mylat<? \imn reported 
by Buylla and 01 ^ho find that othylens athane 
are ayolYad from the forasr aloohol'st© and that ethylene 
and an unidantiflfjd Xiciuld hzrdrooarbon ^\ra obtained 
when th0 latter aiooholat<? ia ustsd. 
In proparlr.g Grlsnard rga^ontf? froEs vuriona oloflnlo 
53 haXogwn ootnpounds and activatrjd ^agncsiufn Kreatlnsky 
hast found that th® formation of iRoorotylmagn^nluffl bromld 
1» aoco'5panl<»d by the tornsation of if3obiiton9,pftrtloiilarly 
',7h®n the torjp'srature of tho roaotlon iaixturn la allowed 
to rise. The formation of th<5 nnsnture.ted hydpocs\rbon 
Is ottrlbutftd to the action of HMsBr foraed nn ?.n Inter-
wsdlate compound. Jn IIU© aaasinflr thn formation of 
vlnylrj&aneslnij! broiiide Ifl accoffip?inif«S by Uio ©volution 
SJJ.LeroldftjAnn^chim. ,16,S&4 (1921), 
63.Buylla and 01ay,Annies•floa.o0pan,fl«,qulm., 
fiO.699 C.A.,17,J^41S ("JOSS). 
54.KrestlilfikyjBor*#66,1^54 (1922} • 
J^ce Rlsio Kr©tlnn3?y,lbld» ,55,S76R <19??.). 
and Krestlnsky,Ibid.,56,2770 (19S2), 
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of ethylene and acetylene. leoorotyloasneBHai bit^ide 
acting on acetaldehyde wa» found to produce eome ethyl 
alcohol along with the roethyl leoorotyl oarblnol. 
Stereift? and Moaer®® have found that the action of 
jAienylmagneelUffl bromide on the acid chloride of 
benzoxdaol A -carboxyllc acid when mm carried oat waro 
reeulte in a reduction to form beneo*a«ylmethyl alcohol. 
The anilide of hensoxatol ^-carboxylio acid appears to 
be reduced by methylmagneslua iodide to form the a^ll 
of benKOXazol 1-aldehyde. They regard the reduction aa 
being due to the epeclal Influence of the benaoxaxyl 
redielea 
wieland and KdgX®® have etudled the action of 
Grlgnard reagente on certain nltroao compounda. When 
p-nitroeo dimethylanlllne and phenylmagneelum bromide 
react eoiae p>p'^"a80 dimethylanlllne le fbrroed. When p-
tolylnagnealum bromide or ethylma^ealum bromide are the 
reagents iwed the a»o coapound la llkewiae formed. In 
an analogoue manner p-a«oanisole wae formed by the 
reaction of phenylmagneeiuni bromide with p-nitroao 
anieole. 
Bredt-ofavelaberg*^''^ has found that ethylaagnealum 
iodide with caophor yields a gae composed of ethylene 
and ethane. The ethylene was thought to have reaulted 
65.Skra]|p and Koaer^Ber., 56,1080 
©a.Wieland and slgl,ibid.^66»1708 
57 .Bredt-Savelabergi J. prakt. che». $ 107 <1004). 
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froa the reducing action of ethyltaagnealuBi Iodide. 
Ihen bensylmagneslusi chloride reacts with benell 
BanuB and Vila®® have obnerved a reduction to form the 
benzyl ether of bensoln. 
HecB and Wuatrow®® have found that ethyloagnealu® 
brogBldOf&ee-butyliBagneeluffl bromide,and l€>obutyl-
isagneaium bromide will reduce orotonaldehyde and 
Clnnaroyl aldehyde to the corresponding alcohol* They 
have shown In a rather convincing way that the reduction 
Is due to the loss of an unsaturated hydrocarbon from 
tho R group of the RMgX oompoimd aft®» It hae added to 
the aldehyde# !phe evolution ef unsaturated hydrocarbon^ 
and hence the reducing action, in favored by hlgiher 
temperatures. 
60 
Hhelnboldt and Releff . have demonatrated that the 
10B9 of unsaturated hydrocarbon which accompanlee the 
reducing action of alkylmagnftalum halldea takes place 
only when there la an addition compound o£ the 
Qrlgnard reagent and the carbonyl group* AlcohoXatee of 
magnesium haXldea containing the same groupa an the 
V ,  
addition compound will not evolve an unsaturated hydro­
carbon. Hy<B'rogenmagnealum hallde may th\k8 be assumed 
to have existence as the addition compound of certain 
oompounda containing the carbonyl group. 
SS.Banus and Vlla,Analeft,B00.e8pan.fl8 quln)., 
^2,26S {im}. 0*A.,19,£9 (1906). 
59.Hess and lirustrow,Ann.,437,956 <19S4). 
eo.fthelnboldt and RoX6ff,Ber.,57,iesi (1924). 
«>X6*" 
Gilisan and Partcep®^ have etudied the action of 
organomagnesium halides with ouprio chloride. In all 
oanefl except with the -OllgX compounds a coupling reaction 
took place* the oupric chloride being reduced at the 
same time to the cuprous state* 
The sine dialkyls exhibit a reducing action sojaewhat 
like that of the Qrlgnard reagent. For example,chloral 
62 is reduced by sine diethyl to form triohloroethyl 
aleohol. 
The large number of examples of reduction by means 
of the Grignard reagent et&iAiasises the importance of 
this reaction. In some cases it appears ae a trouble-
sosse side reaction^ in others it is the sole reaction. 
In Yiev of the tsany types of cooipounds vhich undergo 
reduction by means of the Grignard reagent it is not 
possible to fomilate a single eieohaniem applicable 
to all reactions* Thus, the theory that HtlgK is 
responsible for the reducing action holds v6vy ffell for 
aliphatic HMgX compoimds in vhich It represents a hydro­
carbon radicle of at least 2 carbon atoms. Howeverit 
is not readily applicable in explaining the reducing 
action of arylmagnesium halides or alkylmagnesium 
halides in which no hydrogen atoms are available for 
the formation of HMgX. phenylaeetylftnemagnesium bromide 
ei.Oilaan and Parker>J.A.6.S.,46«S8S3 (1924). 
Iliis paper includes a review of the work tfone on the 
^action of R.MfiX comppj^s with me taUlc, halides. 
62.0ars5arolll-TSumlackh,Ann. ,210,63 u881). 
See also Sohtsch^rbaftov,Ber*,14,1710 (1661). 
Storkownikov,Ber.|I$,^S84 (1883). 
will eerve aa an example of this latter type. The present 
study waB undertaken with the purpose in view of de­
termining the mechanism of reduction of some RMgX 
compounds. It may be divided into to parts.,first, 
attempts to prepare Hf/gX, and second, the reduction 
of azo compounds. 
A.The Extfitenoe of Kydrogenrnagneslum Halldes. 
v;hile the reducing action of the Grignard reagent 
has long been attributed to the formation of HMgX as an 
Intermediate compound it has never been prepared in the 
64 free state. Hess and Rheinboldt were unable to effect 
a direct preparation of hydrogentnagneslura halide. Like-
65 
wise. Nelson and Kvans obtained negative results in an 
endeavor to prepare the HCl/jJerivative of various metals 
using ether as a solvent. 
Hess and Rheinboldt®"^,Hess and Wdnstrow^^, and 
Rheinboldt and Holeff have virtually proved the 
existence of Hfi^gX as an addition compound. However, the 
preparation of hydrogenmagnesium halide as an individual 
compound would be a valuable substantiation of this 
theory of reducing action. 
r,ome preliminary experiments in the direct preparation 
of hydrogenmagnesium bromide were carried out. Dry hydrogen 
bromide was passed into an ether solution containing 
64.Reference 51. 
65.N?il3on and Evans, J.A.C.S. ,39,8!R (1917). 
66.Reference 59. 
67.Reference 60. 
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activatsd jsagnesiuai^ The flaek was surrounded by 
oarUon dioxide snow in other. ABSUffling th&t KMgBr 
aigJit be unatabl© even et this low tocporature one 
run waa mde in which corbon dioxide ftnow was preeent 
during the paasing in of the hydrogen bromide. No 
forsie acid was forced in this esperiment and no 
evidence of th<» formation of HWgBr wau found in two 
other experiraentc carriod out vnider Blli^itly different 
GonditionBo 
The difficultly of preparing free KMgX is not BO B 
surprising in v4ftw of the fact that roagnfesiu® hydride 
hao never been ieolatcd in any appreaiaole amount although 
tracee of it have been found by apeotrum analysis. 
Pfeiffer®® has pointed cut by a ooapariBon of eome 
inorganic compounda that beryllium ard magneoiuffi stlght 
better be grouped with zinc,cadmium and mercury instead 
of sfith calcium,strontium and bariius. 
LlkewiBe,the lack of activity of dry hyrdogen chloride 
60 
18 ^  deiaonfitrated in the work of Bhagwat where it has 
been shown that dry hydrogen chloride la isoamyl ether 
doGB not react with methylmagnesiu® iodide. However® 
dry hy«lrogen bromide does react vith magnoGlum in ether 
solution at ordinary temperatures to liberate hydrogen. 
6S.FfelfferiK.ang09.ohem.,57,41 (1624). 
69.Bhagffat»J.C.S.,lES, 1803 (ICS'S). 
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Zn aoaj© rgcerxt wcrk by Adagss^®'^® and coworkers 
it hti» been shown, that platinuA o£lde aervee as an 
e:;ocllont catalyst for the reduction of many organic 
coBipoundB. It was thou^t that auch a reaction might 
be oaiployed for the preparation of KMgX according to the 
^tjUoitioni 
PilgXfHg HK-fH&Jg}:. 
Accordingly^ the reduction of a variety of Grignerd 
roagontR «ae attempted. The ones chooen were chiefly 
thoae which often act ad reducing amenta. 3enzyl« 
aagnesima chloride and triphenyimethylmagneKiUE 
chlorid© Beejned ©apeclaXly eultabl® because of in­
dications that the carbon-eiaisneE^lum linkage in those 
ooapounds 1B weaker than in other HMgX compounds* 
Benzylaiagnefliius chloride la known to undergo a 
rearrangement in which the -iCgCl group migrates to 
the ring and trlphenylmethyl compoimda have been 
eho^n to be easily die&ooiated to forhttriphenyliaethyl 
aa a free radicle. In addition to the Grlgnard reagents* 
organ0!sagnefiiuffl halldea vere ufied containing the 
groups, 
«OMsXy^Jli«gX,A t^thylzine rteMKka. iodide and phenyl-
calcium iodide «ere also used. 
negative results were obtained in all cases with the 
70*VoorheeB and Mams,J.A.C.3«,44,1397 (19SS)* 
71.C&rothera and Adaas,ibid.,46,1071 (1903)* 
7£•Adams and Shrlner,ibid.,45,3171 i1905). 
73«Kaufaiann and Adams,ibid*,45,302d )1Q2Z)» 
74«Carothera and Adams,Ibid.,46,1376 (1984)• 
75.5hrisier and Adaas,ibid.,46,1683 (1924). 
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poBBible exception of trlpienylmcthylmagneBlum chloride. 
Here an absorption of hydrogen oorreepondins to about 
110 % ot the theoretloal amount was noted* Treatment 
with carbon dioxide for the purpoee of holding any HMgX 
formed gave no formic acid in any case* In the reduction 
of trii^enylffiethylreagneBiara chloride In a eteam bath and 
followed by treatment *lth carbon dioxide the yield of 
triphenylacetlo acid was only 6*3 ^  and tattjttaaiadtitouuitte 
triphenylaethane was 66«3 ^  while a check run without 
catalytic reduction gave S8»9 ^  of triphenylacetlo acid 
and 48*5 % of triphenylmethane. When separating the 
products of the reduction run the eolvent^whlch consisted 
of ether and tol««ne,was removed by distillation. 14 was 
found to contain a small amount of a phenolic compound 
that readily reduced KMnO^ solution and formed with 
bromine water a derivative melting at 96 - 96^ after 
a cyystalllzatlon from ether. 
Apparatus* The apparatus used was essentially the 
same as that described by Sklta'® arri later modified by 
77 70 
Lochte^Noyes and Bailey and Voorhees and Adanis • 
Hydrogen from a large tank was passed through sulfuric 
acid and Into a reservoir until the pressure had reached 
approximately S atmospheres. The reservoir was a small 
oxygen cylinder equipped with 2 needle valves and a 
manoDioter arranged in such a manner th&t iyltn* jjU'wifHure ta 
tilE 
76.Sklta,3er.,46,3689 (1912). 
77.Lochte,.Moy<ft» and Bailey,T.ilo Joui-uml 43,2001 (1921). 
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the pressure In the cylinder could be deterained by 
noting the change In voltime of soiae InolORed air* One 
needle valve wan for the Inlet; the other for the 
outlet. A stopcock was placed in the Incoming line so 
that the reservoir and drying line could be evacuated 
at one time* The outlet tube was made of copper/iB§nt 
Into a coll of several turns to give it flexibility* 
This tube was connected directly to the reaction flask 
through a rubber stopper* The rubber stoppers were 
boiled In sodium hydroxide solution before using* The 
reaction flask used for most of the runs was an 
ordinary 600 c.c. 3>neeked |>yrex flask* The center 
stopper held the hydrogen inlet tube* One neck 
container- a solid rubber stopper and the other e 
rubber stopper holding a glass stopcock through which 
the flask was evacuated before the hydrogen was In­
troduced* After most of the experiments had been 
carried out In ordinary Pyrex flasks with but little 
difficulty, a considerable amount of trouble started 
with the failure of the flasks to withstand the pressure. 
Finally a SOO c*o. single neok pressure fla^vk was sub­
stituted with good results* In this case the stopper 
held both a glass stopcock and the copper inlet tube* 
The chief disadvantage^^ was that the contents had to be 
transferred to another flask before it was further 
treated. 
The flask was fastened into a shaker to keep the 
contents well agitated during the treatment with hydrogen* 
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preparation of the catalyBt. 
The plRtlnn® o^ide nseC an a catnlynt wan prepared 
BCccrdlr.G to the optlntiw condltlone deftcribcfi by Adsttiw 
72 
and Phrlner • The chloroplntinlc ncld which wbs employed 
n&B wRde- from ncrnp plRtlnuin after it had heen purified 
by a reduction with eodima forwate following th© direetioaa 
78 
given in Treadwell and Itall . 
The fcrroue chloridc ueed as nn activator for the 
platinum oxide t^ea not Bpccially prepared. 08)S<W.ary C.P. 
material vas kept in a desfdcs-tor and u?>ed as needed. 
Activation of the catalyst by lahaklng with air or 
oryeen as ®i^sa;e»ted In certain of th© papers by Adams 
70-7S 
and Qoworkers wae precluded by the nature of the 
materials to b® reduced. 
The activity of the catalyet waft tested frotc time 
to titse by check runs on bcn^aldehyde in cth®r solution. 
Procedure. 
the hydrogen reservoir and inlet line was evaauated 
and filled with hydrogen 4 oonsecutive timae before th© 
gas waa conaidored pure enough for use. After once fill­
ing thia reservoir with pure hydrogen it was not 
necoeoary to r&peat the process. 
In all caees tho flask had a volume of 500 c.c. 
The 3 necked flask had the advantage Rfl previously men­
tioned that no change was necessary for the subsequent 
treatments. 
78.Treadwell and Hall*» Analytical Cheoiatry 
Vol.I,p S86,(19H1). 
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Ta« oataiyat wa6 first placed in the fl^ak. fhe 
amount of plfttlnuJB oxide -used was 0.?3 5?na. and in oost 
oaaea thore was added to tha platlmau oxide 0*X3 {^e* of 
ferrou3 chloridc. Tho rriaterlrl to bo reduced was next 
added. All solubic organotnesResilt:!!? balIdes were filtered 
througii- glaftd iiool to remove ununed ??olvent 
was added until the totsl volume wob Rl&out 260 c.o. When 
the flasl'v was evaousted the ether "boiled vigorously but 
this wa8 fcllowed to continue until It frp certain that 
ell air aras swept out. A nlxturc of siir and hy#»ogen 
is eafilly exploded by t\w cetalypt. 
-After all of removed the ctopcock 
was closed and. hydrogen ronervolr. T)B3i 
increase in voliiniO"\%X'10'i'<^d 9.n. ispssdlate partial drop in 
,vr')BBure. Tlio flask rjhaken and kopt under n pressure 
of hydroi,eri for ^  houro. In the runs T^hsr^ reduction 
.-night have recmlttx?, in tha formation of a gasooue hydro­
carbon tho supiily of hydrogen wan stopined, tho pressure 
rolsased, and the flaok ovacuated from tii^je to time 
during the 4 hourn. 
In sojae of the experlraents the renotion flaak vaa 
ourroundod by titoam. 
In each run aoon an the hydrogen tr<?atn;®nt wae 
fi;>iahfJd the flaak wan equipped tith a stirpdr and placed 
in an ice bath where carbon dloxlda was passed in for at 
79 
least 2 hours . 
79»For a atudy of the optintun oondition for the pre­
paration of n-valerio acid from n«^butylmagneslum 
bromide and oarbon dioxide eee Oilman and Parker* 
J.A.n.R. no04,v 
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Aftei» hydrolyoia with dilute sulfuric acid the 
ether layer together with several sttisKS ether extracts 
filtered to remove the cetalyst and then worked 
up to obtain the acids formed. Tests sere made for formic 
acid in the ether layer and in the steam distillate from 
the water layer. The firat 25 c.c. of the steam distillate 
was collected and tested; then 500 c.c. more was 
collected and concentrated by raaklng alkaline and 
evaporating to dryness. The residue was taken up in 
a small amount of distilled water and tested for formic 
acid, 
Th® tests used for detecting the presence of formic 
acid ar© described by Mullikon®^. The one test is 
dependent on the reducing action of formio acid on a 
cold alkaline solution of potassium permanganate. The 
other teat employes mercuric oxide which forms a compound 
with formic acid. Boiling the solution for half o. minute 
or more causes free merBury to precipitate when formic 
acid is present. While the first test can not he 
considered as specific, negative results with both 
tests prove the absence of formic acid. 
80.S^ulliken's,Identification of Pure Organic 
Compounds,Vol.Ijp 79 and 83 (1904). 
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ExperlBtetttal Partt 
Cyolohexylaift&neaiuai bifcocide. 
Ci*olohexylma^;r4efiiuiC broaicic xas prepared, froai 
St.i; 6aif>«(0»25i aioiea) ot broRiOcyclohsxene £.r4 5.4 gms. 
{Q,2Z .Holes) of The EoXutiori f&k fJ.lt©rfxJ 
troK the unused. mnj^nctGLuvi ariu placed in t.he apparatus 
tor mcuctLou, Then 0.22 ^ es. of platinum oxide^nd 
0.13 giofi. of ferroue chloride v/ts added, llo appreciable 
tiODorption «re.{i noted during 4 houro r*un. It the com­
pletion of the hydrogen trcatfflont the flaok war, placed 
in an ice ijath &i:d ctrbon dioxide paj>s>ed in for 2 hours, 
'riie cjaterittl vraa hylSroiy^cci isith dilute auiruric acid, 
the platiiiuiii cslde filtered off, and eoveral eUipr 
eKtraotione uiade. After lEryin^ over eouiuD; sulphate 
the ether was removed by distillation aiul tlmt part of 
the distillate couiisiti OTi-or betTreos 95® and 115® 
(B.P.of fortaio acid ia 100®^) '.Tao collects; sv^i^ftrfitely 
to be Le&tQd for formic acid. 
•The water layer '^'aa stcaa diatilled and the first 
2b c.o. collected in one portion and then 500 c.c. wore 
was collected. XhiB latter portion reade alkalino, 
evaporated to dryness, and taiien up in a siaall amount of 
water to be teated for foraic acid. Mone of the three 
saisples &av6 a positive test for forrcic acid. 
The yield of cyolohesane carboxylic acid %-as 16 
or 67 % Qt the theoretical. 
Two other rune with cyclohexylaiasnealum bromide were 
made in the eame manner as described above exoept that ao 
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ferrouB chloride wae used In one caBe and, in the other 
the solvent employed was benzene. There was no 
absorption of hydrogen and no formic acid found in either 
run. The yield of cyclohexane carboxylio acid from the 
run in benzene was 16.8 gms.or S4 % theoretical, 
Isobutylmagneslum broaide. 
iBobutylmagnGsium bromide was prepared from SO.lgms. 
(0.22 raoles) of isobutyl broraide and 5.4 sroB.(0.22 moles) 
of magnesium. The same amount of catalyst was used as in 
the first run of cyclohexylmagneslum bromide. Since a 
reduction of this Grignard reagent would result in the 
formation of a gas, the flask was evacuated 4 times 
during a 6 hour run. No absorption of hydrogen was 
noted during any period and no formic acid was found 
following a treatment like that used in the first exp 
perlment. 
n-Laurylmagnesiuin bromide. 
n-Laurylraagbeslura broraide was prepared in 0.1 molar 
quantity in the usual manner and the same procedure followed 
as in the first experiment. Ko hydrogen p/as absorbed and 
no formic acid formed. A yield of 84.1 ^  of n-trldecylic 
aald was obtained, l?hia indicates a higher yield of 
Grignard reagent than that reported by Gilman and 
81 
McCracken » 
81.Gilman and McCracken,J.A.S.S., 45/2462 (1923). 
They obtained a 73.7 % yield of n-laurylmagnesium bromide 
froBi n-lauryl bromide and magnesium. 
Benzylmaftnesluro chloride. 
A solution of 0.25? moles of benzylraagneaium chloride 
was prepared in the unual manner. The usual reduction 
procedure was followed. No hydrogen wa6 absorbed and no 
formic acid formed. A 73.5 % yield of phenylacetic 
scid was obtained. 
Phenylmagnesium bromide. 
Phenylmagnesium bromide wan prepared in 0.2 molar 
quantity In the uaual manner. The customary reduction 
procedure waa followed. No indication of hydrogen 
absorption ^or of the forn-ation of formic acid^was found. 
Benzoic acid was rec&vered in a yield of 21 gms. or 
78.2 % of the theoretical. The fact that thia yield 
79 is higher than Oilman and Parker obtained in a 
similar reaction— they obtained 72.5 % of benzoic 
acid in a more accurate run — IB probably due to the 
weighing of an iRlftl^e product. 
Trlphenylmethjrlmagneflium chloride. 
An ether solution of 0.22 moles of triphenylmethyl-
magneftlum chloride was prepared In the usual manner. 
vSince this grlgnard reagent precipitates from 6ther it 
was not filtered befope attempting the reduction. IH a 
4 hour reduction run no hydrogen was absorbed and no 
formio acid was dtormed after the carbon dioxide treatmont. 
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About 1 gram of triphenyl acetic acid was separated In 
this reaction. Triphenylmethano was obtained in a yield 
of about 15 gisB. The low yield of triphenylacetic 
acid was probably du© to a poor reaction in ether 
solution with carbon dioxide, 
A flecond run with triphenyliaethylroagneBium chloride 
waft carried out using the sarae quantities as In the 
run just described. The other wan replaced by toluene 
which coa^pletely dissolved the Cfrignard reagent when 
hot. After filtering through s glass wool it was 
subjected to reduction while surrounded by a steam 
bath. The t^reatment was continued for 7 hours during 
which time enough hydrogen was absorbed to correspond 
to a 110^ reduction when calculated on the basis of 
the reactionI 
(C6H5)3 GMgCl + Hg > (CgH5)3CH-mfJgCl. 
Most of the absorption took place during the first 
4 hours. 
When J>he products were worked up a total of 2.2 gms. 
of triphcnylacetic acid was obtained,<ifield of 6.3^. 
There was also obtained 4.2 gms.(14.^yleld) of triphenyl-
rocthyl peroxide and 17.7 g£Ds.(6o.3^ yield) of triphenyl 
raethane• 
The Bolvert from the ether extractions was removed 
by diBtillation and that portion coming over between 
86® and 118° was caught separately. It contained a 
small amount of phenolic compound that readily 
reduced KMn04 solution. The distillate was combined 
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wlth a quantity of sMiura hydroxide solution and 
evaporated to dryneBS. When taken up in a Bmall amount 
of water, acidified with dil.H2S04, and the svater 
distilled over, the phenolic compound came over with it. 
Treatment with bromine water yielded about 0.5 gms. of 
substance, soluble in ether from which crystals were 
obtained melting at SfiHSi 95-96®C. A mixture of the 
derivatiOB with tribromophenol melted at 80°. 
In a check run of triphenyltaethylmagnesium chloride 
in benzene soliition using the aame quantity of materials 
as was used in the 2 previous runs the Grignard solution 
was treated with carbon dioxide with the omission of 
the reduction. On working up the products there iras 
obtained IS gms.(28.9jSyio.'d) of triphenylacetic acid, 
2 £;ra8.(7.4 % yield) of triphenylmethyl peroxide, and 
go 
13 sm8.(48.5 % yield) of triphenylmethane. Hchniidlin 
reports an 83 % yield of triphenylacetic acid in a 
somewhat similar run. 
seo-Butylmagneslum bromide. 
Sec.Butylmagnefiium bromide was prepared in the 
usual manner in 0.22 trolar quantity. The ethor was 
replaced by toluene and the solution then filtered and 
subjected to reduction in the customary manner while 
the flask was surrounded by stearn. During^ a 4 hour 
period the flask was evacuated 3 tiraes to remove any 
82.Schtnidlln,Ber. ,39,628 (1906). 
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butane that might have formed. No drop in preeoure was 
noted during any interval and after treatment with oarbon 
dioxide no formic acid wrb foimd. A 40,1 $ yield of 
active valeric acid was obtained, 
Phenylcalclum Iodide. 
Phenylcaloium iodide wass prepared in ether solution 
after the method of Beckmann from 20.4 gms (0,1 moles) 
of iodobenzene and 4.gni8.(0.1 moles) of freshly turned 
calciuai. The material was subjected to reduction 
without filtering. No hydrogen was absorbed and no 
formic acid was lE'ound following the usual procedure. A 
41 $ ylold of benzoic acid was obtained, 
Kthylzinc Iodide. 
Ethylzlnc iodide was prepared in ether solution 
84 
after the method of Job and Reich using 28,3 gms. 
of zinc-copper couple and 34,3 gras. (0.22 moles) of 
ethyl Iodide. It did not absorb hydrogen and after 
treatment with carbon dioxide yielded 3-4 gras, of 
ethyl alcohol. Since alkylzinc iodides do not react 
with the carbonyl group the formation of propionic or 
formic acids would not be expected. 
n>»Butoxymagneslum iodide. 
n-Butoxymagneslura iodide was prepared by adding 
0,J?2 moles of n-butyl alcohol to an ether solution 
of 0,22 moles of ethylfflagnesium iodide. During the 4 
83«Beckmann,Ber.,38,904 (1905). 
8&.Job and Reich,5ull.soc .chltn. ,33,1414 (1923). 
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hour reduction period the flaBk wae evacuated 3 times 
to remove any gas which nii^ht form if a reaction took 
place. Ho hydrogen wan absorbed and after treatment with 
carbon dioxide the only subatance obtained waa n-butyl 
alcohol* 
Diphenylamlnomagnesiuni bromide* 
niphenylaminoraagnGBium bromide was prepared by the 
action of 37,2 gms, (0i.22 moles) of diphenyl amine on 
0.22 moles of ethylmagnesium bromide. There wao no 
absorption of hydrogen and no formic acid formed. The 
diphenyl amine vras recovered, quantitatively. 
PhenylacetylenemagneBium bromide. 
iPhenylacetylenemagnesium bromide was prepared by 
allowing 11.22 gm8.(0.11 taolee) of phenylacetylene to 
react with 0.11 moles of ethylmagneRiura bromide. An 
oily layer of Grignard reagent was formed under the 
ether. There was no drop in pressure during a 4 hour 
reduction period. The material was next treated with 
carbon dioxide for 3 hours and subjected to reduction 
for another 4 houry^ period after adding a fresh supply 
of catelyst. Again no hydrogen absorption was obfierved. 
Then 21.S gn}s-(0.2 raoles) of benzaldehyde was added 
along with another frssh quantity of cataliist. As 
before no hydrogen was absorbed giving evidence that 
Grignard reagents poisons the catalyst for the re­
duction of the acfeiylenic linkage or of the carbonyl 
group of the aldehyde. This ia in opposition to the 
results obtained in the hot reduction of triphenyl-
fficthylmagneaiufa chloride although it is quite possible 
that In this case no catalyst was necessary for the 
reduction to take place. 
Summary* 
I.Attempts have been mad© to prepare RMgX, HCaX 
and KZnX by subjecting a number of organoraetallic 
halides to catalytic reduction. Negative refiults 
were obtained in all cafies except in a hot reduction 
of triphenylraethylmagnesium chloride where 110 $ of 
the theoretical absorption of hydrogen was observed, 
No direct evidence of the presence of KMgCl was 
found, however. 
B«The Reduction of Azo Compounda. 
lb 
Franzen and Delbel have sho?rn that aziobenzen? and p, 
p^-azotol^aao react vigorously with ethylmagneBium bromide 
to give the corresponding hydrazo compounds. V/ith no other 
experimental evidancR than this triey proposed the following 
scheme as the mechanism fior the reducing action: 
QN^N<^ t -> i-
MfBr 
Cyifi-'!'Ot3Mg0 
f^§l3r n H ^ 
P 
They al-so found that om of the sG-N- groupR of 
benzaldasine (CgKg*CH-N'~K-CH*CQH5) reduced by 
ethylraagneBiiJiai bromide and aooumed the mechanism of 
reduction to be the same for this compound as for 
azobenzene. 
In work done up to that time on the reaction of 
the Grignard reagent there was no experimental evidence 
to Bhow that the Grignard reagent would react in such 
a manner and even up to the present tioe there has been 
but little work that- indicates that the Grignard reagent 
undergoes reactions of this sort. 
The roost nearly comparable reaction is found in the 
behavior of triphenylmeth3''ltr;a£nesiuni chloride with 
quinone* The r-:action involves the use of three 
molecules of quinone and t?fc tnoleculefi of triphenyl-
I^.Franzen and Deibel,Ber.,38,2716 (1905)'. 
S^.Franzen and Deibel,ibid. ,38,2717 (1905). 
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ns8thyIraagneslum chloride in which QuJnhydrone and the 
triphenylraethyl ether of quinone are formed,thus; 
In this acheae two ~MgX groups are removed from 
two molecules of HMgX compound and bring about the 
reduction of quinone by addition to the two oxygen 
atoms. This then reacts with a Becond molecule of 
quinone to fora quinhydrone. The two R groups from 
the Grignai?d reagent, instead of ootnbining with 
each other to form the hydrocarbon R-R, as Pranzen 
and Deibel have asautned in the reduction of azo-
benzene, also add to the oxygen atonss of a third 
molecule of quinone to form the corresponding ether. 
The probability that the rnechanisra of reaction in 
this case is as indicated is further supported by the 
well known tendency of triphenyliaethyl to split 
off as a free radicle. 
The reduction of arylsulfochloridea by phenyl-
tnagneeium bromide has a point in common with the 
postulate of Franzen and Deibel^^'^'^for the reduction 
of azobenzene since the hydrocarbon diphenyl is 
foriaed. 'li^ cdekind and Schenk"" explain the reduction 
34viedekind and Schenl.,Eer. ,54,1604 (1921). 
on the aBsuraption that after the chlorine atom iB 
* 
replaced by a phenyl group two molecules of phenyl-
raagneBium bromide add to the grouping; the 
resulting compound then is aBnurned to lose diphenyl 
so that reduction to the aryl phenyl sulfoxide 
takee place. If an addition takes place as aRSumed 
in this reaction, the R groups from two molecules of 
RMgX attaching themselves to the sulfur atom and at the 
same time the -MgX ei'oypfl attaching theranelves to the 
two oxygen atoms, one would expect to find the 
hydrocarbon which forms to be composed of the two 
hydrocarbon radicals which split off most easily. 
Then, by interchanging the R.groups of the aryl-
sulfochloride and the Grignard reagent, a hydrocarbon 
composed of two R groups from the RJfigX compound 
should form in one case; in the other, the hydrocarbon 
should be coraposed of the aryl group of the arylsulfo© 
chloride and one R group of the RWgX compound, Ko 
such experimental prooff^ as this has been made. 
Related studies on the mechanism ofi addition to the 
S-0 group are now in progress in this Labratory. 
No reaction %-hiBh conformE^any more closely to 
the postulate of Franzen and Deibel than the two 
just described were found. As Hess end Rlieinboldt 
have pointed out, the reduction of It-zobenr-ene by 
ethylnsagnesitxir. broraide cpn roacUlyjbe explained on 
44He98 and Rheinboldt,Ber., 54,2043 (1921), 
the assuraption that ethylene and HMgBr are formed and 
that the KMgBr adds to the a20 grouping. The theory 
of HMgX fornation is not new and excellent exidence 
for its existence as an addition compound to the 
carbonyl group has been presented by many workers. 
4 ^ c 
The work of Hess and Rheinboldt , Hess and Wi^istrow'^. 
Qt> 
and Rheinboldt and Koloff is particularly convincing 
in the proof of the mechanism of reduction on the 
basis of the formation of KMgX. 
As has been mentioned previously in this paper , 
the theory of HMgX formation is limited by the nature 
of the Grignard reagent in question. Many RMgX 
conipounds are of such a nature that a splitting to 
form HMgX and an ansaturated hydrocarbon cannot be 
satisfactorily accoipplished. Typical examples 
would be arylmagnesiura halides and oompcunds of the 
type RCHgMgX, CHgMgX, andRGaCygX where R represents 
an aryl group. Here the formation of HMgX becomes 
tenable only when the radicals which split off condense 
with each other. Thus two molecules of phenylmagnesiurn 
bromide could Isk form two molecules of hydrogenmagnesium 
bromide and one molecule of diphenylene(CgH4SC6H4). 
However, no such compound as this has ever been obtained. 
u 
5.Hess and trow,Ann•,437,256 (1924). 
6.Rheinboldt and Roloff,iier. ,5V, 1921 (1024). 
7^.This paper,'lage 16. 
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Therefore^, the afrSiimptlon that KMgX is responBible 
for the reducing action of ethyltnaiinesium halides on 
azobenzene can be used sfctisfactorily in connection 
with the behavior of most aliphatic Grignara reagents 
but it cannot be extended to include aromatic Grignard 
reagents and Grignard reagents of the type mentioned 
above. 
In the present work the action of a variety of organs-
magnesium halides on azobenzene has been studied. Nearly 
all of jfhe Grignard reagents tried were found to be good 
reducing agents and in no case was the formation of an 
unsaturated hydrocarbon observed. This practically 
eliminates the KMgX theory. Instead, the results all 
support the postulate of Pranzen and Deibcl that the 
reduction of each molecule of azobenzene is brought 
about by two molecules of RMgX which react in such 
a way that two -MgX groups add to the -KSn- linkage, 
the hydrocarbon R-R being formed at the sawe time. 
The azobenzene complex then yields hydrezobenzene on 
hydrolysis. 'It was found that the yield of the 
hydrocarbon H-H was in goo3 agreeinent with the amount 
of reduction which takes place. 
A'' It has been shown by Meisenheimer and Casper® 
that all reactions of the Grignard reagent probably 
involve a preliminary addition with magnesium 
S^Meisenheimer and Casper,3er.,64,1655 (1921). 
Bee also references4^5^and 6>iof this paper. 
fijiiotionins as the central atom. It Ir assumed that a 
similar reaction takes place with azobenr-ene and the &k 
Grlgnard reagent so that one molecule of HMgX adds to 
eo.oh nitrogen atom. This complex tksn rearranges to 
rra CgR5»KMgX»NMgX*CgH5 the hydrocarbon R-R. 
It was found that the speed or reaction of various 
Crignard reagcnta towards aEObenaene varied \fidely. 
Ethylmagneeiura bromide reacted almost iraaiedlately 
with the formation of a white procipitate and a 
gaa. Ho refluxing was required, With phenyl-
magneflium bromide there was a filight elevation of 
temperature when agoben?.enc 'safi added but no pre»« 
cipitate formed until after about three hours of 
refluxing in bthejr. The reactivity of methyl-
magnesium iodide®''^was intermediate between that of 
) 
ethylmagnesium brbmide and phenylraagneaium bromide 
when based on the?appearsnce of the white precipitate 
of C(5R5*N!^sX.N^^sX»C6H6. 
Since azobenzene reacts with the Gri^jnard reagent 
in a more sluggish aanner than most other types of 
reactive compounds and, since the speeds of reaction 
of azobenzene with various Grignard reagents have 
reasonably ^ride variations, it neeras probable that 
this reaction would be of value in determining the 
9'^Gilman and Koyle, J.A.C.n. ,44,5621 (192??)., 
have pointed out thft ethylmagnesium bromide 
is more reactive than sethylraacSnesium iodide 
toward phenylacetylene. 
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strength of the carfcon-raasneDium bond in RlgX coapounds. 
Accordingly a measure of the relative reactivity of these 
compounds could be obtained. 
Phenylacetylenetnagnesi-um 'brornide iraB the only 
Gri^nard reagent tried vrhich did not reduce azobenzene. 
The reason t) r the failure of this compound to react is 
not evident. A possible explanation ii5 that tixis 
Crignard reagent is not a very reactive one. The closely 
related atyrylmagneRium bromide wag not very reactive 
toward azobenzene although a i^ood amount of reduction 
waft obtained in the unual 8 hour refluKing period. None 
of the organometallic hfalides oth&r tlian the Grignard 
reagentf? (f^'vJgX) gave any evidence of reduction. The 
list of compounds tried included those containing auch 
groups as -OMgX,-r,!i?2X»-CaX, and 2.nX. 
The fact that the reduction of the aeo to the 
hydrazo {^roupin^; alwayn accoiTipaniec- by an 
equivalent yield of hydrocarbon Strongly indicates 
the formation of the intermediate coHipo'ind 
C6K5'NMs>';*NfllgX»CQH5. Additional evidence for the 
existfince of thir. compound has been gained by the 
treatment of the reaction mixture v.'ith benzoyl 
chloride before hydrolysis. In experiments whera 
this modification was used one of the products was ^ ays 
a good yield of dibcnzoyl hydrazobenzsne. As a 
auppletaenlary tsxperirjont .'t '.voa found thafi an ©ther 
solution of hydrazoben?;ene and benzoyl chloride, under 
the condition of the reduction runs, gave no dibenzoyl 
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hydra^obenzene. 
Other attempts to rei-'laoe the -l/iSX gro-apB to 
foi^m known cotspoimds >vero nbt so^uooefisful. When 
acetyl chloride or acetic anliydride were used,the 
monoacfityl derivative, which ia hi£her Belting and 
les8 soluMe than tho diacetyl derivative, sas always 
obtained in low yields (20-25J^^) and & large amount of 
an oil was left. Much difficulty was experienced in 
obtaining crjtstals of diacetyl hydrazobenzene from 
this oilo ivone 6"f the methods such as the use of a 
variety of solvents, concentrations and tesoperatures, 
and finally a veeuum dietillation met with any suocesB 
¥intil fvater was employed as a solvent. A hot water 
extract of the oil was boiled with boneblack andj 
after filterii-g^was allowed tc^vaporate Blewly. 
In about ten days some crystals St diacetyl 
hydrazobenzcne were obtained. The position and 
number of -MgX groups is, therefore, virtually proved, 
by the use of benzoyl chloride and acetic anhydride. 
"^.'hGn diethyl nuifate was the reagent used for 
replacement of the -iZ-QX groups some Djatorial was obtained 
through a vacuum distillation that poaaeased the proper 
physical constants. However it did not respond to a 
color test on troatrr'eiit with dilute acids, a property 
10'^  
which vvieland and Frfissel describe as be*lng 
lotwieland and Fressel, Ann.,391?,133 (191?). 
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oapocially chiTacl/orifttj.c fcrr 3.ym-diphen.yl diethyl 
hydrazine. 
vUiCn the intermediate compound was treated ^sith 
phenyl iRocyanate a reaction took place but the 
results are rather confuriing. The intermediate 
compound obtained by the action of phenylmagnesium 
bromide on azobenz^ene, when treated with phenyl 
isooyanate, yields a substance laelting atl75°. In 
addition some CB.rbaniliQe wafi formed. Vihen the 
intermediate compound obtained from ethylmagnefiiura 
bromide and azobenzene, iAa& treated with phenyl isocyanate 
there resulted soir.e of the tri-polymer of phenyl 
xBOcyanate (CqH5CN0)3 and tvFO other cotcpounds, one 
melting at 178-9°(mixed melting point with the 175® 
compound vms 160-155°) and another melting at 185-
166°. •'ihen hydrazobenzene 'A-as treated with ethyl magnesium 
bromide the tv/o hydrogen atoms of the -KH.NH- group 
should be replaced by -MgBr groups tcjgiye the same 
intermediate coiuxjound as is obtained in the reaction 
oZ azobenzene ?,'ith ethylmagncBiuoi bromide. Treatment 
^f this compomid with phenyl iBocyanate gave, besideR 
carbanilide, a product raelting at 212°. Hone of the 
products these reactions has the properties of the 
di-phenyliaocyanate derivative iJf hydrazobenzene which 
hais been described in the literature as a very in­
soluble, amorphous substance melting at 215-2?;o°. 
It will he/, seen that the bent results were obtained 
with benzoyl chloride where a -ffell defined,crystalline 
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BubBtance, quite insoluble in ether and easily purified 
by crystallization from alcohol, is obtained. The ease 
with which rociuction of the azo grouping takes place 
with the more active alkylmagnesium halidea, in which 
the hydrocarbon obtained as a byproduct is evolved as a 
gas, together with the smo6th reaction of the reduction 
product with benzoyl chloride to give good yields of the 
dibenzoyl derivative suggest^i an application of this 
method for the preparation of the dibenzoyl derivative 
of hydrazo compounds. It would have particular value 
where the hydrezo compound is tunstable but where the 
corresponding azo compound is available. 
In order to determine whether the reduction of 
azobcnzene by the Qrignard reagent could be extended 
to other azo compounds, a few other reactions were 
11" 
tried. Franzen and Deibel have already (Shown that 
ethylraagnesium bromide will reduce p,p^-azotoluene to 
the corresponding hydrazo compound. Phenylmagnesium 
bromide has been found to produce the same result. 
Benzylmagnesium chloride was shown to reduce p-
ditnethyaminoazobenzene to the hydrazojoompound which 
was converted to the dibenzoyl derivative by treat­
ment with benzoyl chloride. Likewise diazoamino-
benzene vas reduced by ethylmagnesium bromide and the 
intermediate compound so formed yielded sym-diphenyl 
tribenzoyl triazane when treated with benzoyl chloride. 
ll^Reference 1^ 
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Bxperlmental Part. 
Reaction of Wethylmagneslum iodide and azobenzone. 
Whon 0.1 mole of asobenrene wnt? added slowly to 
Q»c2 moles of methylmagneRluni iodide a reaction took 
place with the evolution of a gas, but it was 
decidely more sluggish than a sitrilar reaction using 
ethylRiagnssium brojnide. 
After refluxing 8 hours^^ \he Riaterial was 
hydrolyzcd with ammonium chloride solution. Several 
ether extractions were made and the ether solution was 
washed with water, dried over sodium sulfate and the 
ether then was distilled off. /. crystal mass formed 
from which there was obtained 6.0 gnns. or a 32.6^ 
yield of hydrajsobenjiene by filtering and washing the 
crystals with ether. The hydrazobenzene was 
identified by a mixed melting point. By raeans of a 
vacnum distillation 10.5 gnts or 57.7^ of azobenzene 
was recovered. 
Reaction of n-butylmagnesiua bromide with azobenzene. 
An ether solution of 0.S2 moles of n-butyl-
raagnosiura bromide and 0,^ mole of azobenzene nas 
allowed to react in the usual manner. After re-
fluxing for 8 hours the material was hydrolyzed 
with KH^Cl solution. The ether extracts were worked 
12^The volume of ether used as a solvent was 
S50-300 c.c. in all experiments. 
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Up in the usual manner. There was obtained 9.0 gms. 
or a 48.9^ yield (8f hydrazobenzone, 3.6 gmB.of aniline 
(identified by conversion to the hydrochloride) and a 
recovery of S,3 giBR.or 12.6^ of azobenzene. No n« 
octane wae found. 
In vftdiw of the fact that soae aniline was formed 
another run was made using 0.1 mole and assobenizene and 
0.44 moles ^f n-butylnjagnesiura bromide. ThiB time the 
Grlgnard reagent was filtered through glass wool which 
removed all of the larger particles of unused magneBlura. 
When the producta were worked up froa this run 9.7 
gfflB.or a 552.7^ of hydrasobenzene along with 1.8 gms. 
was obtained, 
of aniline and l.gm. or 8,8^ of n-octane^ It in 
probable that the formation of aniline was due to 
the reduction of hydrazobenzene by the action of the 
small amount of magnesium with the NK4GI solution 
since a smaller quantity of aniline was formed when the 
quantity of Grlgnard reagent wae doubled. In the run 
using the smaller amount of Grlgnard reagent the 
raagneBiura had not been removed by filtration. The 
low yield of hydrocarbon, even though a fractionating 
column was used in separating the ether from the 
products, can be accounted for by the high volatility 
of thin hydrocarbon. 
Reaction of cyclohexylmagneslum bromide and azobenzene. 
/>n ether solution of 0.33 molos of cyclohexyl-
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raagnesiura bromide was refluxed for 8 hours with 0.1 
raole of azoben?;ene. The reaction mixture waft worked 
up in the usual manner, after hydrolyslR with 
affimonlum chloride siolution, and there was obtained 5.? 
graR.,or of hydrazobcnzene, 5.0 gms. or ^ 0,1% of 
dicyclohcxyl, 0.9 gms. of aniline and 5.0 gms.or 27.5^ 
of af.obenzene. A troubleKOTne emulRlon, which caused some 
of the ether layer to be loat, partially explains the 
low yields. 
Reaction of phenylmagnesiutn bromide and asobongcne. 
An ether solution of 0,22 moles of phenylmagncslum 
bromide and 0.1 mole of azobonzene was refluxed for 
8 hours. At the time the azobensene was added to the 
phenylrnRgnesium bromide there was a slight elevation 
of temperature but no precipitate was formed until 
the solution had been refluxed for nearly 3 hours. 
The apparatus was so arranged that any escaping gases 
would have to pasfi throuj^h a solution of bromine 
in carbon tetrachloride. Ko appreciable ansount of 
gas was evolved and on working up the carbon 
tetrachloride solution no bromo derivatives were 
obtained. 
The material was hydrolyzed with araiBBinium chloride 
solution and then worked up as usual. There was obtained 
7.5 gi!iB.,or 41^. of hydrazobenzono, 7.8 gras or &0,6% 
of diphenyl, and Q,2 tiras or 45.5^ of azobenzene was 
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recovered# The separation was effocted by first cryfitalliz-
ing out af! rouch hydrazobenzene as posaible and thon 
flubjeoting the mother liquor to vacuura distillation. 
Reaction of p^tolylmagnenium bromide add azobenzene. 
p-Tolylraagno^siura bromide in 0,22 molar quantity was 
refluxed with 0.1 mols of azobenzene for 8 houro. On 
hydrolyBis with ammonium chloride solution and on 
working up the ether extract in the uauol raanner there was 
obtained 10.5 gina.,or a 54.6^ yield, of hydrazobenzene, 
5.6 gms. or a 30.8^ yield of p.pi-<litolyl, I gin.of 
aniline and 4,5 gnriB. or 24.7J5 of azobenzsne. 
Reaction of phenylacetylenemagneslum bromide and azobenzene. 
PhenylacptylcneraagneaiURi bromide waa prepared by the 
action of f??.4 gnjR.(0.22 moles) of phenylacetylene on an 
ether solution of O.P? moles of othylmagncRiuin bromide. 
A smooth reaction took place and waR insured of 
completion by refluxing for 2 hours. Then 0.1 mole of 
ar.obenzene was added and refluxing continued for 8 
hours,^fter hydrolysis with amraonium chloridej<' solution 
and working up the reaction products in the usual manner 
there was recovered 21.0 gtns.or 94^ of phenylacetylene. 
Azobenzene was recove(8'od quantitatively. 
A repeat run in which the reaction mixture was 
rcfluxed for 16 hours gave similar results. 
Reaction of acetylenemagneaium bromide(MgBrCsCMRBr) and 
azobenzene. 
Acetyleneraagneslum bromide was prepared by bubbling 
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a pure stream of acetylene into 0,P2 moleB of ethyl-
magnesium bromide for 2 hours. A »hite precipitate 
formed. Then 0.1 mole of azobenEene was added. During 
the addition of the first part of szobenzene a 
saturated gas war. ©volved. This soon stopped and no 
further evidenCR of reactior, was noted during the 
8 hour refluxlng period. 
'ihen the Riaterial wan hydrolyzed with a Bolntion of 
anjffioniun ehloride a Braall amount of gas was formed. After 
working the products up in the uBual manner 0.9 gm.^or 
4.9J^^of hydrazoben^.ene and 14.9 gtnfi pr 81.9J?^of 
azobenzene was recovered. Undoubtftdly what little 
reduction »hioh took place was due to the action of 
ethylraagnesium broriiide v/hlch had not reacted with the 
acotylcnc. 
Reaction of diphenyl&mlnoraaflneBiua bromide and aaobenzene. 
DiphenylaminoraagnoBium bcotnido wats prepared froHJ the 
action of 0.?2 raolee of diphenylamine with 0.22 moles 
of ethtlmagnesiura bromide. To this reaction mixture 
wan nddod 0.1 mole of azobenr-en© and the material 
refluxed for 8 hours. There was no evidence of reaction. 
Following the unual procedure for hydrolynis and ether 
extraction there waR recovered 94.5^ of nzobenzene and 
91.7^ of diphenylamine. No hydrazobenzene wan found. 
Reaction of n^butoxymRgnesium iodide and ezobengene. 
n-Butoxymagnesium iodide was prepared by allowing 
0.22 tnolea of n~butyl alcohol to react with moles 
of ethylmagneeium iodide. Then 0.1 mole of azobenzene 
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v?a5 added and the material r*?flu*ed for 8 hours. 
Following the usual procedure for hydrolysis and for 
working up the produotfi there waa obtained, besides 
most of the n-butyl alcohol, a 93.45? recovery of 
azobenzene. 
Reaction of p-thioorgsylwagnefljum iodide and azobenzene. 
By adding 0.?2 moles of p~thiooresol to 0,22 moles 
of ethylroagnesium iodide thore was obtained p-thiocresyl-
magnesium iodide. To this solution was added 0.1 mole of 
RZObonzene and the solution refluxed for 8 hours. There 
was no evidence of reaction, '"h-m the reaction mixture 
was hydrolyzed and worked up in the usual manner 
azobenzene was recovered quantitatively besides an 80% 
recovery of p-thiocrosol. From 4 gms. of an oil which 
was also obtained some crystals of p,pl-ditolyl 
disulfide were forme^d. This was no doubt due to the 
oxidation of p-thiocresol. 
Reaction of phenylcalcitiw iodide and azobenzene, 
Phenylcalclum iodide was prepared after the method of 
T 'X A 
Beckmann from 67.3 gm8,(0.33 isoles) of freshly 
distilled iodobenzene and 13,J? gms.(o.33woles) of 
metallic calcium. Then O.i mole of azobenzene was added 
and the reaction mixture refluxed for 12 hours. Following 
the usual procedure for hydrolysis and for working up 
the products there was obtained 14 grna,or 21 .J? of 
unused iodobenzene in addition to an almost 
quantitative recovery of azobenzene. 
13^Beckmann,Ber.,38,904 (1905). 
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Ivcaculon of otuylzino lodicle and azobenz^net 
Pollowing the method of Job end ^ethylr.inc 
iodid® wac prepared from 34.3 gras,(0.S5? moles) of 
ethyl iodide and TO.8 gms. of sine-copper couple. 
Aftfir adding 0.1 mole of azobenzenw the r-olution vras 
rcfluxcd for 12 hourss. ?io cvldonce of reaction was noted. 
Hie ^'-aterial waj5 hydrolyzed with ammonium chloride ?,olutlon 
and 17.1 gms.or 94^=' of a?.oben7-eno was recfevcrcd. 
Heaction of phenyImaginesium bromide and p,pi^-Ezotoluene, 
To an ether solution of 0.11 moloB of phenyl-
raagnesium bromide was added 10.5 gms.CO.OS moles) of 
p,p^-azotoluene in benzene solution oinoe it WSR more 
rca^'ily Boluble in benzene. Aftor refluxing for 0 hours 
the material v/ab hydrolpzed p,nd worked up as uRual. The 
only cryfitals which could be separated from the residue 
were p,p'-azotoluene. Tho fact thft no p,p^-hydra3o-
toluene wao isolated was doubtlesB due to its solubility 
which is greater that that of p,p^-azotolueno and itB 
ease of oKidation to fora p,p'—azotoluone. 
TCvidenco of reduction found in the formation of 
5.7 gms.or a 74% yield,of diph«nyl and in the formation 
of S.8 graB.,or a 1?6.15 yield,of p-toluidine during a 
vacuum dintillation of the reaction "fixture, p-
Toluidine isas=> converted to the hydrochloride for 
identification. 
14^Job add Reich,Bull.fioc.chiiiJ.,33,1-114 (ier?3). 
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An Qpproxinsation of the amount of reduction may be 
obtained from the fact that p,p^-hydrazotoluene breaks 
up into p,p^-ityd:Kax azotoluene and p-toluidine when 
h-^ated. Thus a 26.1% yield of p-toluidtf'ne indicates the 
previouR oxisLcnce of a like amount of p,p'-hydrazo-
toluene. 
Reaction of phenylrsagnentum bromide,azobenzene, and 
benzoyl chloride. 
An ether r.olution of 0.1 mole of azobenzone and 0.22 
ipoleB of phonyIroasncRixun bromide wan r«fluxed for 8 
hourf?. The reaction mixture was then treated with 
30.8 gms.(0.22 moles) of benzoyl chloride in a 
aniall quantity of ether. A vigoroui? reaction followed 
and a dark tarry msRs wan formed. The material waa 
refluxed vflth stirring for 4 Bourrj. 
When the n^nterie.l wao hydrolyzed with amKionium 
chloride solution ^  a large quantity of solid 
material forraed. It waB separated by filtration and 
allowed to dry. In thin way there was obtained 16#5 
gmr,. of subPtance rrelting at 152-155°. After crystalliza­
tion from alcohol it melted at 159-160® and was nhown 
to be dibenzoyl hydrazobonzene by a mixed jnelting point. 
The dlbenzostl hydrazobenzcnc used for the niixec- melting 
15 point waa prepared after the trothod of Preundler . 
The ether extracts were washed with dilute ammonium 
15tFreundler, Compt.rend,,136,1553(1903). 
hydroxide and then with water. After followini; the 
usual procedure for working up the products there was 
obtained 4.5 gmf^.more of dibcnzoyl hydrazobenzene 
making a total yield of 21 gms.^or 54^ of the theoretical. 
The remaining mnterial^on vacuum distillation^ 
yielded in.4 grup.* or 80^ of diphonyl. There wan also 
obtained 2 gm8.,or 11 of asrfan azobenr.ene and 4.5 gms. 
of benzanilide vrhich no doubt resulted from the 
decomposition of dibcnr.oyl hydrazobenzene during the 
16^  
distillation. 
Reaction of styrylmagnesium bromide, ozobenzene, and 
benzoyl chloride. 
ntyrylirjagnRflium bromide was prepared frora 0»22 raoles 
of frerjhly distilled -bromoBtyrene and G.22 moles of 
maGrefiiumc A 0.1 molar quantity of azobenzene was added 
and the material refluxed for 8 houra. Then 0.^*2 moles 
of benzoyl chloridc wan added and the reaction rrixture 
Rtirrcd without hr^ating for 4 hours. A vigorous reaction 
took placc when the benzoyl chloride was added. 
'"hen the materiel vyar^ hydrolyzed and worked up in 
the uc5ual manner 18.8 gms., or a 4SJ^' yieldjOf 
dibenzoyl hydrazobenzene waa obtained. l,4-0iphenyl-
butadione waa obtained in 77.7,"S yield and 24,2f of 
azobenzene 7/as recovc?rod. 
16^r^tern,Ber.,17,379 (1884),has reported a related 
reaction.®hen monoacetyl hydrazobenzeno is hoated 
it deconpoaos to give azobenzone and acctanilide. 
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Regction of phgnylr.cotYl'''ncTnai;;nefilut! bronildft, 
azobenzene, and benzoyl chloride, 
PhenylacetylenGragnesium b.'^omide was prepared from 
0,?2 raolen of phenylacctylcno nnd 0.?n moles of ethyl-
magnesium bromide. The ether which had boor. ur>f:d ar. 
a Rolvont wnB rrp!!oc«d by benzene and 0.1 mole of 
asobftn^one 'sslb added. During tho 16 hours refluxlng 
th.ere v^as ho evidence that a reaction had tsken place. 
In ordf?r to be nure that phonj^lacetyleneraagnesium 
bromide was still present after the refluxlng a Rmall amount 
of solution 7,'af5 reraoved nhd treated with c&rbon dioxide, 
.'fter hydrolysis Jphenylpropiolio acid wan obtained nnd 
identified by a raixed. molting thus provirig the presence 
of phcnylacetylenema^nosiium bromide. P'Ome asobenzene 
wan alno recovered. 
Hoping to isolate any firnall amount of rediiction 
product by convcrrfion to cUbon^oyl hydrazobenseno there 
ad.ded to the reaction mixture 30.8 grris.CO.S- tnoleB) 
of bensoyl chloride. The reaction was not a vigorous ore, 
'.Vhen the r.atcri?.! vme hydrolys;ed with aramonium chloride 
solution and worked up as in the previous benzoyl chloride 
run there wan obtained 0.4 sms. of ben?;amide which was 
doubtleso due to a reaction of the Hramoniura hydroxide 
used to remove excess benzoyl chloride. There was 
recovered 17.7 gms.(94,) of Rzobenzene and 15 gms of 
liquid boiling between 150® and 210° was obtained. Thia 
liquid in all probability war> formed by the action of 
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"b'sn^oyl chloriiSe and ijhcnylacctj^l'jnemai^neniua bromidft 
and wo ft not r-tudlcd further. 
Rfeaction of ethylinRc:;neslinn broralde, (ilagoarainobenzene 
and benzoyl chloride. 
To a solution of 0.3.3 ffioles of etTiylTnagneRium bromide 
there waa ridded 0.1 mole of diazoaialnobonzene. A renction 
tool: plscf?, although not a vl^orouR one, vrith th<^ 
ovoltition of Hi ^ • Dincc no largf; quantity of 
precipitate had formed, rfcfluxir^^ vyas continued for 
16 hours. Than 0.3S molej? of benzoyl chloride was 
addod o.n.d n vigorous reaction took pln.ce. 
*fter hydrolysis with amnoniura chloride solution 
tho reaction raixturc W£E5 worked up in tho usual way. 
There vfas obtained a total of 16 £Tnfi.,or a 51, 
yiold, of syrn-diphonyl tribenzoyl trla7-ane. It 
crystallizeB from alcohol in needlea raeltinc 1^0-
161°. -Jhen hydrolyr.ed by boiling with concentrated 
hydrochloric acid n. 2 of this product 
yielded 1.6 grcir-j, of benzoic acid, 0.6 of nnilia® 
hydrochloride and riotne anirnonium chloride. 
There wan also obtained 2,5 gms. of benzp^nilide and 
8.0 gnus, of benzsawido from the reaction mixture. 
Heactlor. of bcnzylmagnesium bromide,p"ditnethylaminO'' 
agQbenzenq, and benzoyl chloride. 
To an ether solution of 0.2S raoles of benKylrnagneBiuin 
chloride there was added 0.1 mole of p-dimethylaminoazo~ 
benzene in benzene solution since it was more readily 
BOIUIJIC in benzene. The raatorlP.l v/an refluxrd for 0 
hourf? after which 0.S2 tnolcB of benzoyl chloride wsb 
added and rcfluiting continued for ancthf.r G hour 
period. An amorphoi;p> precipitate had formed. 
The jnateriaX »afi hydrolyzed \vith an Rfncicniura 
cliloridc Tiolution and worked up In the ujiual manner, 
'"•'hen riof.t of tho solvent hKd reraovftd by distillation 
5.gran.of cryfitallinc msteriril war>, obtftinod. It was 
found to be coirponed of ?,,0 gnis, benzaraide and 1,9 grcs. 
of a Bubptance which melted at 160-161® when crystallized 
from alcohol. It fairly soluble in «thcr and formed 
a cryfitalline prfcipitste when treated with drir 
hydrochloric acid. ;-Jo doubt thin rnatfjrial wpb the 
dibftnr.oyl derivative of p-dimethylaminoar.obenzcne 
since it wan prepiped in the v?ay that had givsn good 
yields of other dibenzoyl derivatives. 
The remainder of the rer^-ction mixture did not 
cryRtalliJio well no it wa? vacuum dlRtllled to obtain 
the other products. In this ?.'ay 12 gmn.jor a 66% yield, 
of dibcnzyl war. obteinejd. After the dibftnjiyl had 
diotilled over, the residue c?.me oyer through the 
wide rahfjo of 140~S80® at 3m.Prorri thia distillate 
there obtained a nmnll amount of benKanilidff 
Tfhich W0.R identified by a mixed molting point. There 
was also obtained n srnall amount of another subfitancfi 
fp.elting at r?23«r*25®. This was very likely the benzoyl 
dorivative of p-dini«?thylaraino anilino^"^^ 
17^BornBtein,Ber.,29,1479 (i096). 
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((CH3)2^*f^6^4*«K.CG.CQH5), which ifl described as 
melting at f?28®. 
Reaction of ethyImagneslum bromide,azobenzene and 
acetyl chloride* 
To an ether solution of 0.22 moles of ethyl-
magnesluin bromide was addedSac 0#1 mole of azobenzene. 
After about 10 c.c. of the azobenzene aolution had been 
added the evolution of a gan began and a white 
cryatalline precipitate commenced to form. To insure 
complete reaction the material was refluxed for 8 hours 
although very little feaR was evolved after all of the 
azobenzene had been added. Practically all of the 
color of azobenzene disappeared# 
The reaction mixture was then treated with 19,5 
gifn«.(.25 molee) of freshly distilled acetyl chloride. 
A vigorous reaction took place. After refluxlng for 8 
hours the materisl was hydrolyzed with an ammonium 
chloride Bolution. 
All gas evolved from the beginning of the 
experiment until after hydrolyslR was bubbled through 
a solution of bromine in carbon tetrachloride. The 
bromine aolution lost only a little of its colo? and 
a ^traall amount ofji:iydrogen bromide was formed, "'hen 
the solution was worked up 12.13 gms.of liquid boiling 
between 80°and 165® was obtained. At no point was the 
temperature constant. Undoubtedly the gas evolved 
was a saturated hydrocarbon and what bromo derivative 
that formed was the result of a substitution reaction. 
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The ether extract from the original reaction 
mixture was worked up in the usual way. After standing 
for a few dayo^ 5.8 gmfl.,or 85«6^,of monoacetyl 
hydrazobenzene had formed. Its identity was proved 
by a mixed molting point. 
The remaining oil did not crystallize after Btanding 
for several raontha. Various Rolvents such as glacial 
acetic acid, dilute acetic acid, alcohol, benzene, and 
ether were employed and the Bolution seeded with 
i» 
diacetyl hydrazobenzon®^® but none of thia compound 
could bo made to cryatallixe. 
In another run following the method uoed in the 
one juftt described except that 0.33 moles of acetyl 
chloride was u.-ed there waa obtained 6.6 gms, or 
24,7fj. of monoacetyl hydrazobenzene. The same 
viscous oil wao obtained aa described in the previous 
run. 
An attempt to purify the material by vacuum 
dlfitlllatlon unsuccessful. It distilled over 
through the wide range of 160° to ??100at 3 m.m. The 
distillate appeared to be the same viscous oil. All 
attempts to crystalline it were ^ successful. 
IS^Monoacetyl hydrazobenzene used for the mixed 
melting point was prepared after the method of 
^Btern.Ber.,17,379(1884). 
19.Diacetyl hydrazobenzene was prepared after the 
method of Sehmidt and Schultz,Ann.,207,320 (1881). 
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In a third run,following the same procedure an in 
the previous runs and substituting 0.S5 moles of 
freshly distilled acetic anhydride^ 6.0 gras.^axa or a 
yield of 2J?.l^j0f monoacetyl hydrazobenzene was 
obtained Saaides the usual heavy oil. This time the 
heavy oil was extracted with hot water and this hot 
water extract boiled with boncblack for an hour. The 
resulting solution (about 1 liter) was filtered and 
allowed to evaporate. After about 10 days some crystals 
were obtained which melted at 104-105°. They srere 
shown to be diacetyl hydrazobensene .by.a mixed melting 
point. .. . 
Reaction of phenylmagneaiuni.bromide, agobeneene. and 
acetyl chloride. 
Using 0.P.2 moles of phenylraagnesiutn bromide and 
0.1 mole of azobenzene the usual reaction occurred. The 
material was refluxed for 8 hours and thon 0.33 moles 
of acetyl chloride was added. Refluxing was continued 
for 8 hours. 
i/ihen the products were worked up 4.5 gras.or a 20^ 
yield of monoacetyl hydrazobenzene was obtained besides 
the same heavy oil described in other runs. By vacuum 
distillation there was obtained 12.3 gms.or 80^ of 
diphenyl besides 1.0 gms or 5.6^ of azobenzene. 
Reaction of phenylmagnesium bromide.azobenzene. and 
diethyl sulfate. 
An other solution of 0,22 moles of phenylraagnesium 
bromide and 0.1 mole of azobenzene was reflxixed for 8 
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hours. Then 0.3?. raoles of diethyl sulfato wan added slowly 
and the mixture refluxod for 8 houre. 
After hydrolysis with ammonium chloride solution the 
residue frora the ether extractions was cacuum distilled. 
Diphenyl was obtained in a yield of 12»5 gms. or 81.1^. 
A fraction of C.6 gma.of liquid was obtained between 
140° and 155® at ScSxasx 1.5 a.m.(B.P.of jsym-diphenyl 
diethyl dydrazine is 141® at 1 ra.m.) On a rodistillation 
1.5 gms. of product was obtained distilling at 140-145® 
at 1.5 m.m. It was probably syra-diphenyl diethyl 
hydrazine, but it did not give the charact iriBticyfeolor 
nn fi 
reaction with acetic acid which i;?ieland and Pressel 
mention. 
Reaction of i^enylmagneeium bromide,azobenzene, and 
phenyl isocyanate. 
After 0.22 moles of phenylraagneaium bromide and 0.1 
mole of azobenzene had boon refluxed in ether for 8 hours, 
26.2 gras.or 0.22 raolefi of phenyl iaocyanate was added 
and refluxing continued for 4 hours. On hydrolysis with 
amraoniutr: chloride solution 14 gras. of ether insoluble 
material sraB obtained. It melted at 170® and i»hen 
recrystallized from cither alcohol or benaene it melted 
sharply at 175®. iShon h< ated, and odor of phenyl 
isocyanate was produced and a red color appeared. Diphenyl 
diisocyanate (CeH5CN0)2 also molts at 175° but the 
2oi 'fiieland and Fressel, Ann., 392,133 (1912), 
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product did not give the reactions described for this 
compound. 
The ether solution yielded 12.3 gms. of a 
mixture from which azobenzene wan removed by washing 
with petroleum ether. The residue after recryBtallizing 
from alcohol gav© 3.5 gas.of pure benzanilide doubtless 
due to a reaction between unused phenylmagnefjiuia bromide 
and phenyl isocyanate. There was also obtained some 
oarbanilide and 5 gnas. of diphenyl. 
Reaction of ethyliBagnesium bromide, azobenzene. and 
phenyl isocyanate. 
An ether solution of 0*22 moles of ethylmagnefliura 
brotslde and 0.1 mole of azobenzene was re fluxed for 
6 hours. Then 0.22 moles of phenyl isocyanate was added 
and refluxing continued for 4 hours. The reaction 
product was hydrolyzed with ammonium chloride solution 
and 11 gms. of ether insoluble material was obtained. 
Prom this there was isolated a sinall amount of the tri-
polyraer of phenyl isocyanate (CoE5CKO)3 nselting at 275-
276^» It waB Identified by a siixed meltine point. Theie 
was also obtained by repeated cryotallizations from 
benzene and alcohol 2 other compounds. One of these 
came out in needle-like crystals froro alcohol and 
melted at 178-9®. A mixed melting point with the 175® 
compound obtained in the previous run was 160-166®. 
The other product was also crystallized from alcohol and 
melted at 186-186°. 
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The ether extract from the original rf^^actlon 
mixture yielded a heavy oil from which the only product olt<3^inec/ 
was azobenzene. 
::eaction of ethylmagnesium bromide,hydrazobgnzene. 
and phenyl/isocyanate* 
To an ether solution of 0,2?. raolee of othylmagnfisium 
bromide there was added 0.1 raolo of hydrazobenzeno. A 
vigorous reaction took place with the evolution of a 
gas. The material was refluxed for 2 hours to insure 
completion of the reaction. T}\en 0*22 moles of phenyl 
iaocyanate was added and the reaction mixture refluxed 
for 4 hours? sior®. 
The material was hydrolyzed with atnmoniutn chloride 
solution and 14 gms, of ether infioluble substance was 
obtained. It melted between 185® and 220®. After 
several recrystallizations from benzene and also from 
alcohol, the only productfi which could be Isolated 
were carbanilide and a material which crystallized 
from benzene and melted sharply at S12°, It was 
almoat completely insoluble in alcohol and was fairly 
fjoluble in benzene. It does not have the properties 
of the di-phenyl isocyanate derivative of hydrazo-
benzone which is described as a gray, amorphous 
substance insoluble in benzene and raelting at 218® 
h 
to 220° 
b 
21»Goldsohi3iidt and Rosell, Ber., 23,487 (1890). 
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Summary* 
I.The reducing action of a number of Grignard 
reagents with azo corapounds has been studied. 
All results indicate the mechanism of reduction 
to be: 
RH=MR +2R*HgX —^R.HMgX.NMgX.R tR'-R' 
R. Nf4sX. RMgX. R + SHgO -?R. NK. NH. R -pStlgBr (OH) • 
